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Instructions for drawing and painting still-life art, beginning with
basic skills and progressing to advanced techniques.
Provides advice for beginning cartoonists on creating human characters, including drawing heads, features, hair and hats, middle
distance views, body types, clothing, poses, details, and placing
ﬁnished characters in scenes.
Provides tips and instructions for how to draw human cartoon
characters, including facial expressions, hairstyles, and clothing,
and oﬀers examples of such familiar characters as a diner waitress, school psychologist, and computer nerd.
This classic guide by a master animator and cartoonist — and
long time Disney artist — is now available for the ﬁrst time since
its original publication in 1946. Author Ken Hultgren instructs by
example in a guide that's suitable for beginners and advanced students alike. The comprehensive range of instruction covers features and expressions, animals, foreshortening, perspective, lettering, caricature, animation, and various other aspects of cartooning. All subjects include step-by-step guides, several examples,
and helpful hints and suggestions. Blank pages allow lots of room
for drawing practice. Professional and amateur animators, cartoonists, caricaturists, and artists dealing with characterization will
ﬁnd this timeless manual an excellent and instructive companion.
A noted cartoonist describes the stages through which his own
style has passed and stresses the importance of doodling, imaginative drawing, and study of the works of masters for learning cartooning fundamentals
Thanks to Christopher Hart's simpliﬁed process, anyone can create dynamic cartoon characters right away. He has developed the
easiest-ever approach to drawing the basics like heads, bodies,
and those super-important cartoon expressions. Hart helps beginners apply these fundamentals to a variety of fun types and settings including animals, under-the-sea locales, stock characters,
and popular backgrounds. Each lesson is laid out in accessible
steps, accompanied by Chris's personable instruction.
Tried and proven methods to teach everyone, regardless of age,
the art of cartooning.
THE QUESTION: Are there new ways of opening the ﬁeld of cartooning to any one who likes to draw? THE ANSWER: Yes! Here
are tried and proven methods that explain, simplify and teach every one, regardless of age, the art of cartooning. Step by step procedures with more than 3,000 illustrations . . .
This book is designed for anyone and everyone who has ever
thought that they could have been a cartoonist if only they knew
how. Handwritten and hand drawn, it answers questions about cartooning in simple, visual terms. What materials do you use? What
size do you draw? How do you caricature, or keep a likeness in a
strip cartoon character? These are just a few of the technical
problems facing the beginner which Peter Maddocks tackles, but
he also considers the inspirational side of cartoons - what comes
ﬁrst, the idea or the artwork; once you've had a bright idea, how
do you transfer it on to paper? And he supplies captions and examples of cartoons to help you draw that very ﬁrst masterpiece.
Peter Maddocks was a full time professional Cartoonist, both in National Newspapers, ﬁlms and TV animation.
In The Little Book of Cartooning & Illustration, beginning cartoonists, animators, and illustrators will discover key concepts associated with learning the art of traditional cartooning and animation.
With this guide, dozens of tips from the pros will help you ﬁnd the
materials and tools you need to develop your own unique style. A
combination of creative step-by-step projects and open practice
areas oﬀer encouragement and invite participation for those
artists who want to put their newfound skills to immediate use.
You'll learn all the cartooning and animation tricks of the trade, including: The squash and stretch principle Exaggerating details
Rendering faces and expressions Anthropomorphizing inanimate
objects Creating original characters Mastering body shapes and
movement Writing gags and jokes With so many tools at your disposal, why wait any longer to start animating? Get started, get
drawing! The Little Book of ... series focuses on delivering fun, approachable, and interesting art instruction in a fresh, portable format. With its contemporary design, open practice pages, creative
exercises, and prompts that encourage interactivity, beginning
artists learn the fundamentals of their craft, often with immediate
results.
Aspiring cartoonists of all ages can begin drawing a repertoire of
characters from the moment they follow the wide-ranging yet simpliﬁed lessons that ﬁll these instructive pages, written and illustrated by an all-time best-selling artist/teacher. This complete
course, covering both comic strip and animation techniques, be-

gins with lessons on basic cartoon body shapes and facial features. Included are helpful comparisons between the real versus
the cartoon head, a smile chart, and various ways to draw the
most popular and expressive cartoon eyes and mouths. Next
come lots of typical body poses, how to draw action lines, slow/fast movement, cartoon hands, fun hair and clothing styles, backgrounds, and cute cartoon pets. Excellent directions also focus on
helping beginners to ﬁnd and develop their own cartoon style.
Artists love this book, the deﬁnitive guide to capturing facial expressions. In a carefully organized, easy-to-use format, author
Gary Faigin shows readers the expressions created by individual
facial muscles, then draws them together in a section devoted to
the six basic human emotions: sadness, anger, joy, fear, disgust,
and surprise. Each emotion is shown in steadily increasing intensity, and Faigin’s detailed renderings are supplemented by clear explanatory text, additional sketches, and ﬁnished work. An appendix includes yawning, wincing, and other physical reactions.
Want to create portraits that capture the real person? Want to
draw convincing illustrations? Want to show the range of human
emotion in your artwork? Get The Artist’s Complete Guide to Facial Expression!
Oﬀers step-by-step instructions for drawing faces, anatomy, creating emotion, and drawing ﬁgures in action settings.
One of the world's leading cartoon artists shows readers how to
capture the retro look of Sponge Bob, Dexter, and other popular
comics, revealing how to recapture the 1950s in cartoons. All
ages.
The author of Action! Cartooning moves on to fantasy cartooning,
presenting all the techniques necessary to create monsters,
heroes, and magical kingdoms. Original.
Simple, clear instructions for drawing animals with more than a
thousand step-by-step illustrations. Basic fundamentals for the beginner, new principles and techniques for the professional. A detailed guide for everyone who enjoys—or wants to enjoy—drawing.
Former Disney animator oﬀers expert advice on drawing animals
both realistically and as caricatures. Use of line, brush technique,
establishing mood, conveying action, much more. Construction
drawings reveal development process in creating animal ﬁgures.
Many chapters on drawing individual animal forms — dogs, cats,
horses, deer, cows, foxes, kangaroos. 53 halftones, 706 line illustrations.
Acting as a reference for cartoonists, this book shows step-bystep how to build faces, bodies, expressions, movements and costumes. It also describes techniques for freehand drawing, composition, perspective and caricature, along with advice on presenting
ﬁnished work and on getting it published.
The how-to handbook that exactly explains and illustrates the
step-by-step processes for drawing complete, succesful landscapes and seascapes and teaches the fundamentals of good composition as well as the separate picture elements. This guide combines the simplest kind of scenery sketching with the most complex renderings to give every artist, beginner or professional, essential scenery drawing techniques. More than 900 diagrams, pictorial explanations, and pictures
The illustrator Andrew Loomis (1892-1959) is revered among
artists - including comics superstar Alex Ross - for his mastery of
ﬁgure drawing and clean, Realist style. His hugely inﬂuential series of art instruction books have never been bettered, and Figure
Drawing is the ﬁrst in Titan's programme of facsimile editions, returning these classic titles to print for the ﬁrst time in decades.
Covers drawing techniques that pertain to the face, with speciﬁc
instructions and examples of the ear, mouth, eye, and nose, and
further delineates the process of depicting caricature, expressions, cartooning, aging, and children
In this innovative guide, master art instructor William Maughan demonstrates how to create a realistic human likeness by using the
classic and highly accurate modeling technique of chiaroscuro (Italian for “light and dark”) developed by Leonardo da Vinci during
the High Renaissance. Maughan ﬁrst introduces readers to the basics of this centuries-old technique, showing how to analyze form,
light, and shadow; use dark pencil, white pencil, and toned paper
to create a full range of values; use the elements of design to enhance a likeness; and capture a sitter’s gestures and proportions.
He then demonstrates, step by step, how to draw each facial feature, develop visual awareness, and render the head in color with
soft pastels.
Presents information on tools and materials, drawing with diﬀerent media, and instructions for ten projects, illustrated with color
photographs.
Chris Hart's Humongous Book of Cartooning is a great value book

covering everything the beginner needs to master cartooning. It
teaches how to draw cartoon people, fantasy characters, layouts,
background design and much more. This latest cartoon title from
Chris Hart, the world's bestselling author of drawing and cartooning books, packs a wallop. It's the cartooning book that has it all:
cartoon people, animals, retro-style "toons'", funny robots (no one
has ever done cartoon robots in a how-to book before, and movies
like "Wall-E" and "Robots" were smash hits and prove their appeal), fantasy characters and even sections on cartoon costumes,
character design, and cartoon backgrounds and composition. The
Humongous Book of Cartooning is humongous, not only because
it's so big, but also because it includes a huge amount of original
eye-catching characters and copious visual "side hints" that Chris
is famous for. There is more actual instruction in this book than in
any other of Chris' cartooning titles. In short, if you want to know
how to draw cartoons, Chris Hart's Humongous Book of Cartooning is for you.
A how-to handbook that makes drawing easy. Oﬀers simpliﬁed
techniques and scores of brand-new hints and helps. Step by step
procedures. Hundreds of illustrations.
Provides illustrations and thorough instructions covering many
styles of drawing from caricature to advertising art, and gives
hints on creating humorous drawings
"From bestselling art instruction author Chris Hart, a fresh new approach to teaching the fundamentals of human proportion to
artists who are learning how to accurately draw the human head
and ﬁgure that also serves as a refresher or quick reference for
more experienced artists"-The ability to draw the human form accurately and competently is
a primary goal for many aspiring artists, despite the current trend
in the art establishment away from ﬁgurative subjects. The book
is intended for anyone who wants to discover every aspect of
what for centuries was regarded as the real test of an artist's mettle. Renowned teacher and artist Barrington Barber begins his exploration with anatomy, an understanding which is vital if the
artist is to handle form and translate what he sees into a believable representation of life. He goes on to look at the whole ﬁgure:
clothed, drawn from life, in action and in detail. Supported by sections on composition, styles and a step-by-step guide to a ﬁnal
composition, he has once again achieved a brilliantly inspirational
art book. Comprehensive, easy to follow and packed with over
300 of Barrington Barber's illustrations, The Fundamentals of Figure Drawing is a must for artists of all abilities.
Enjoy learning how to make ﬁgures! Discover a diﬀerent talent in
yourself, which would bring an added meaning to your life.
The world's bestselling author of drawing, manga and cartooning
books presents this must-have tutorial on creating cartoon characters in all shapes and sizes through easy, step-by-step demonstrations that go through all the features and explain how to build a
character from head to toe. Original.
A unique reference for creating and marketing original cartoons
and comics An original American art form, comics thrill millions of
people across the globe. Combining step-by-step instruction with
expert tips and advice, Drawing Cartoons & Comics For Dummies
is a one-stop reference for creating and marketing original cartoons and comics. While many books tend to focus on speciﬁc
characters or themes, this thorough guide focuses instead on helping aspiring artists master the basic building blocks of cartoons
and comics, revealing step by step how to create everything from
wisecracking bunnies to souped-up super villains. It also explores
lettering and coloring, and oﬀers expert marketing advice. The
book's color insert provides guidance on how to add color to cartoon creations.
Advanced animation - Learn How to draw animated cartoons.
All of Chris Hart’s how-to-draw titles are best-sellers. And the
best-sellers among all of his best-sellers are the ones about animals. How to Draw Cartoon Animals, just one example, appears
regularly on the BookScan Top 50 Art Books list, with more than
190,000 copies sold. Now The Cartoonist’s Big Book of Drawing
Animals is ready to roar onto the market! All the most popular animals are here, including dogs, cats, horses, penguins, lions,
tigers, bears, and elephants, as well as the favorite sidekick animals—pigs, kangaroos, giraﬀes, turtles. Simple step-by-step drawings show how to capture every cartoon emotion, from cutesysweet to begging to scheming, and how to create every box-oﬃce
type, from baby animals to villain animals to clueless animals and
much more. Faces, bodies, paws, feet, wings, tails—every part of
dozens of animals is explained in this bumper book by the world’s
leading author of instructional art books. It’s a mega-menagerie
for cartoonists!
Shows how to draw a still life, discusses composition, value, drap-
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ery, and ﬂowers, and demonstrates the use of pen and ink, chalk,
watercolor, and acrylics
Andrew Loomis (1892-1959) is revered amongst artists - including
comics superstar Alex Ross - for his mastery of drawing. His ﬁrst
book, Fun With a Pencil, published in 1939 is a wonderfully crafted and engaging introduction to drawing, cartooning, and capturing the essence of a subject all while having fun. With delightful
step-by-step instruction from Professor Blook, Loomis's charming
alter ego on the page.
The lush beauty of Canada's wildlife and landscape is brought to
life in a colouring book along with excerpts from the country's
greatest writers. Featuring 40 gorgeous illustrations paired with
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excerpts from some of Canada's most beloved poets and writers,
The Canadian Backwoods Colouring Book will satisfy all your
colouring needs throughout the year. Beginning in January, this
book will take you through each month and season, exploring the
wildlife and landscapes that deﬁne Canada.
This user-friendly guide from the 1930s oﬀers wealth of practical
advice, with abundant illustrations and nontechnical prose. Creating expressions, attaining proportion, applying perspective, depicting anatomy, simple shading, achieving consistency, characterization, more.
Demonstrates and explains the fundamentals of drawing faces,
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full ﬁgures, animals, and caricatures of celebrities and friends and
oﬀers advice on preparing cartoons for diﬀerent types of printing
processes and getting work published
Presents a guide to stylized ﬁgure anatomy for artists wishing to
emulate one of today's popular streamlined comic book styles,
with step-by-step demonstrations and studies of major muscle
groups, heads, hands, and feet.
Written as a satire on the comic devices cartoonists use, the book
quickly became a textbook for art students. Walker researched
cartoons around the world to collect this international set of cartoon symbols. The names he invented for them now appear in dictionaries.
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